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ABSTRACT
We report new measurements of millimeter-wave power spectra in the angular multipole range
2000 ≤ ` ≤ 11, 000 (angular scales 5′ & θ & 1′). By adding 95 and 150 GHz data from the low-noise
500 deg2 SPTpol survey to the SPT-SZ three-frequency 2540 deg2 survey, we substantially reduce the
uncertainties in these bands. These power spectra include contributions from the primary cosmic mi-
crowave background, cosmic infrared background, radio galaxies, and thermal and kinematic Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (SZ) effects. The data favor a thermal SZ (tSZ) power at 143 GHz of DtSZ3000 = 3.42±0.54µK2
and a kinematic SZ (kSZ) power of DkSZ3000 = 3.0± 1.0µK2. This is the first measurement of kSZ power
at ≥ 3σ. We study the implications of the measured kSZ power for the epoch of reionization, finding
the duration of reionization to be ∆zre = 1.1
+1.6
−0.7 (∆zre < 4.1 at 95% confidence), when combined with
our previously published tSZ bispectrum measurement.
Keywords: cosmology – cosmology:cosmic microwave background – cosmology:diffuse radiation– cos-
mology: observations – large-scale structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is best
known for providing a snapshot of the early Universe.
However, on small angular scales, secondary anisotropies
in the CMB, created by interactions between CMB pho-
tons and large-scale structure, also provide clues about
the late-time Universe. In particular, these secondary
anisotropies encode information about the amplitude of
structure growth and duration of the epoch of reioniza-
tion.
The most significant secondary anisotropies at angular
scales of a few arcminutes are the kinematic and ther-
mal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effects. Both SZ effects
are due to CMB photons scattering off of free electrons
along their path. The kinematic SZ (kSZ) effect is due
to an induced doppler shift in the scattered photons,
and thus the kSZ signal from a given volume element
is proportional to (v/c)ne where v is the bulk velocity
of the electrons, and ne is the number density of free
electrons. The kSZ power spectrum is expected to have
significant contributions from the epoch of reionization
due to the large contrasts in ionization fraction as the
Universe reionizes (Gruzinov & Hu 1998; Knox et al.
1998), and at late times when there are larger relative
velocities and density contrasts (e.g., Shaw et al. 2012;
Battaglia et al. 2013a).
In contrast, the thermal SZ (tSZ) effect is due to the
energy transfer from hot electrons to the colder CMB
photons, and has a signal amplitude of (kBTe/mec
2)ne,
where me is the mass of the electron and Te is the tem-
perature of the electrons. While the kSZ effect does
not change the CMB spectrum, the net energy transfer
to the photons in the tSZ effect translates to a reduc-
tion in the number of CMB photons below 217 GHz as
these photons are up-scattered towards higher frequen-
cies. One can use the difference in how the tSZ and kSZ
effects scale with frequency to simultaneously measure
both terms. The tSZ anisotropy signal scales steeply
with the normalization of the matter power spectrum,
which can be parametrized by σ8, the RMS of the z = 0
linear mass distribution on 8h−1 Mpc scales, (e.g., Ko-
matsu & Seljak 2002).
The secondary CMB anisotropies are not the only
sources of anisotropy in millimeter-wave maps on arc-
minute scales. Galaxies also emit at these wave-
lengths, both synchrotron-dominated active galactic nu-
clei (AGN, e.g., De Zotti et al. 2010) and thermal dust
emission from dusty, star-forming galaxies (DSFGs, e.g.,
Planck Collaboration et al. 2011; Mocanu et al. 2013,
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Everett, et al., in prep.). While the brightest of these
sources can be individually detected and masked, it is
impossible to remove all of the fainter galaxies as there
are many such DSFGs within each square arcminute
(Lagache et al. 2005; Casey et al. 2014). The DSFG
signal can be split between a term that does not spa-
tially cluster (the “Poisson” component) plus a spatially
clustered term (Viero et al. 2013) We can separate the
AGN and DSFGs from the SZ effects using both angular
and spectral information.
1.1. Previous measurements
Measurements of the millimeter sky at arcminute
scales have been made by both the Atacama Cosmol-
ogy Telescope (ACT; Das et al. 2011, 2014) and South
Pole Telescope (SPT) SZ survey (Lueker et al. 2010;
Shirokoff et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2012; George et al.
2015). The ACT collaboration (Das et al. 2014; Dunk-
ley et al. 2013) measured DtSZ3000 = 3.3 ± 1.4µK2 and
DkSZ3000 < 8.6µK
2 (95% CL) at 150 GHz and ` = 3000.
The final SPT-SZ bandpowers reported by George et al.
(2015, hereafter G15) led to even tighter constraints on




and on the kSZ power of DkSZ3000 = 2.9 ± 1.3µK2. On
larger scales, ` ≤ 2000, the Planck collaboration made
a high-significance detection of the tSZ power spectrum
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2014, 2016). The observed
tSZ power is consistent across all three experiments.
The data used to constrain the tSZ and kSZ power
spectra can also teach us about the cosmic infrared back-
ground (CIB), radio galaxies and correlation between
the CIB and galaxy clusters. G15 detected a non-zero
correlation between the CIB and galaxy clusters, mod-
elled as a constant, at a significance of more than 3σ,
finding ξ = 0.113+0.057−0.054.
1.2. This work
This work adds data from the low-noise 500 deg2 SPT-
pol survey to the 2540 deg2 SPT-SZ survey maps used
by G15. The SPTpol data substantially reduces the
map noise at 95 and 150 GHz over the 500 deg2 that was
observed by both surveys, however the 220 GHz maps
are unchanged from G15 since SPTpol did not observe
at 220 GHz. The lower noise levels at 95 GHz yield a
three-fold reduction in the bandpower uncertainties at
95×95 GHz; the improvement is more modest (∼30%)
but still significant at 150×150 GHz.
The outline of this work is as follows. We review the
observations and power spectrum analysis in §2. Sys-
tematics checks done on the data are described in §3,
before the bandpowers are presented in §4. We discuss
the modelling of the bandpowers in §5, and the con-
straints on this model in §6. We explore the implications
for the epoch of reionization in §7 before concluding in
§8.
2. DATA AND ANALYSIS
We present power spectra from the combined SPT-SZ
and SPTpol surveys at 95, 150, and 220 GHz. We use
a pseudo-C ` cross-spectrum method (Hivon et al. 2002;
Polenta et al. 2005; Tristram et al. 2005) to estimate the
power spectra. The data is calibrated by comparing to
the Planck 2015 CMB maps.
2.1. Data
This work uses data from the SPT-SZ and SPTpol
cameras on the South Pole Telescope. Details on the
telescope and cameras can be found in Ruhl et al. (2004),
Padin et al. (2008), Shirokoff et al. (2009), Carlstrom
et al. (2011), Henning et al. (2012), Sayre et al. (2012),
and Austermann et al. (2012).
As described by G15, the 2540 deg2 SPT-SZ survey
was conducted from 2008 to 2011. The survey region
was split into 19 contiguous sub-patches, referred to as
fields, for observations. The specific field locations and
extents can be found in Table 1 of Story et al. (2013),
hereafter S13. The SPTpol 500 deg2 survey fully or par-
tially overlaps six of these 19 fields. Bandpowers for the
13 non-overlapping fields are identical to G15 (except
for an updated calibration, see §2.2).
We treat the overlapping region as a single field, and
coadd the time-ordered data (TOD) from both SPTpol
and SPT-SZ data into maps. Details of the time-ordered
data (TOD), filtering, and map-making can be found in
Shirokoff et al. (2011) for the SPT-SZ data and in Hen-
ning et al. (2018) for the SPTpol data. The SPTpol
filtering options have been tuned to closely match the
SPT-SZ maps used by G15. After combining data from
the full 2540 deg2, the approximate statistical weight
from the new SPTpol data is 83% at 95 GHz, 44% at
150 GHz, and 0% at 220 GHz.
2.2. Beams and calibration
The SPT-SZ beams are measured using a combina-
tion of bright point sources in each field, Venus, and
Jupiter as described in Shirokoff et al. (2011). The SPT-
pol beams are measured using Venus alone as described
by Henning et al. (2018). We take a weighted average,
based on the statistical weight of each dataset in the
map, of the beams from the two experiments to esti-
mate the effective beam of the combined survey. Note
that the final bandpowers should be robust to an error
in this effective beam calculation since the transfer func-
tion simulations (§2.3.2) use the correct beams for each
period of data. For both experiments, the main lobes
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of the beam are well-represented by 1.7′, 1.2′, and 1.0′
FWHM Gaussians at 95, 150, and 220 GHz respectively.
We use the absolute calibration factors calculated by
Hou et al. (2018) and Mocanu et al. (2019) for the SPT-
SZ data and the absolute calibration from Henning et al.
(2018) for the SPTpol data. In both cases, the cal-
ibration is determined by comparing the SPT-SZ (or
SPTpol) maps with Planck maps in the same region of
sky. The uncertainties are correlated between frequency
bands due to sample variance. The final uncertainties in
power are [0.33%, 0.18%, 0.42%] at [95, 150, 220] GHz.
The treatment of the beam and calibration uncertain-
ties in the parameter estimation is described in §2.3.5.
2.3. Power spectrum estimation
Following G15, we use a pseudo-C` method to esti-
mate the power spectrum (Hivon et al. 2002). Pseudo-
C` methods start by calculating a (biased) power spec-
trum from the Fourier transform of the map (in flat-
sky), and then correct this biased spectrum for effects
such as TOD filtering, beams, and finite sky coverage
(Hivon et al. 2002). Following Polenta et al. (2005);
Tristram et al. (2005), we use cross-spectra instead of
auto-spectra to avoid noise bias in the result. We report





More details on the power spectrum estimator can be
found in previous SPT-SZ papers: e.g., Lueker et al.
(2010), Reichardt et al. (2012, hereafter R12), and G15.
We emphasize that for the 13 non-overlapping fields,
this work simply reuses the G15 bandpowers for each
field. We briefly describe the method in the following
sections, focusing on the part that is new in this work –
the power spectrum estimation for the combined SPT-
SZ + SPTpol maps.
2.3.1. Cross spectra
Before Fourier transforming the maps, we apply a
window to each map that smoothly goes to zero at
the map edges. The window also masks point sources
above 6.4 mJy at 150 GHz from the source catalog in
Everett et al., in prep. The mask for each point source
has a 2 arcmin radius disc for sources detected with
S150GHz ∈ [6.4, 50] mJy, and a 5 arcmin radius disk for
sources above 50 mJy. In both cases, a Gaussian ta-
per with σtaper = 5 arcmin is applied outside the ra-
dius of the disk. For the combined SPTpol and SPT-SZ
field which has anisotropic noise due to variations in the
amount of integration time, this window also preferen-
tially weights the lower noise regions.
After Fourier transforming the windowed maps, we
take the weighted average of the two-dimensional power















where m̃νi,A is the Fourier transformed map. Here,
A,B are the observation indices, while νi, νj are the ob-
servation frequencies (e.g., 150 GHz). We average all
cross-spectra D̂ABb that have A 6= B to get the binned
power spectrum D̂b. As in R12, we eliminate the nois-
ier modes along the scan direction by excluding modes
with `x < 1200. We refer to the binned power, D̂b, as a
“bandpower.”
2.3.2. Simulations
The transfer function as well as sample variance for
the combined SPTpol and SPT-SZ field is calculated
from a suite of 200 signal-only simulations. We convolve
the simulated skies by the measured beam for each fre-
quency and observing year before sampling the realiza-
tions based on the pointing information. The simulated
TOD are filtered and binned into maps in the same way
as the real data.
The simulated skies include Gaussian realizations of
the best-fit lensed Planck 2013 ΛCDM primary CMB
model, SZ models and extragalactic source contribu-
tions. Following G15, the kSZ power spectrum is based
on the Sehgal et al. (2010) simulations with an ampli-
tude of 2.0µK2 at ` = 3000. The tSZ power spectrum
is taken from the Shaw et al. (2010) simulations, nor-
malized to have an amplitude of 4.4µK2 at ` = 3000
at 153 GHz. The extragalactic source term can be split
into three components: spatially clustered and Poisson-
distributed DSFGs, and Poisson-distributed radio galax-
ies. Motivated by the predictions of the De Zotti et al.
(2005) model for a 6.4 mJy flux cut at 150 GHz, the radio
power is set to Dr3000 = 1.28µK
2 at 150 GHz. We as-
sume a radio spectral index of αr = −0.531 and 1-sigma
scatter on the spectral index of 0.1. The DSFG Pois-
son power is set to 7.54µK2 at 154 GHz with a modified
black-body spectrum2 with Tdust=12 K and β = 2. The
clustered DSFG component is modeled by a D` ∝ `0.8
term normalized to Dc3000 = 6.25µK
2 and the same
spectral dependence as the Poisson DSFG. These simu-
lations do not include non-Gaussianity in the tSZ, kSZ,
and radio source signals and therefore slightly underes-
timate the sample variance. Millea et al. (2012) argue
1 i.e. the radio source flux in Jy is proportional to ναr , where
ν is the frequency.
2 i.e. the dusty galaxy flux in Jy is proportional to νβBν(Tdust)
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the non-Gaussian sample variance of the SZ and radio
terms is negligible since the instrumental noise power is
always larger than these terms.
2.3.3. Covariance estimation and conditioning
In order to compare the measured bandpowers to the-
ory, we need to estimate a covariance matrix includ-
ing both sample variance and instrumental noise vari-
ance. As in R12 and G15, the sample variance is es-
timated from signal-only simulations (§2.3.2), and the
noise variance is empirically determined from the dis-
tribution of the cross-spectrum bandpowers D
νi×νj ,AB
b
between observations A and B, and frequencies νi and
νj . A noisy estimate of the bandpower covariance matrix
could degrade parameter constraints (see, e.g., Dodelson
& Schneider 2013). Thus we follow G15 and “condition”
the covariance matrix to minimize the noise on the co-
variance estimate and largely avoid this degradation.
The covariance matrix depends on the signal power,
and, if both bandpowers share a common map, noise
power. As the errors on the off-diagonal elements
include terms proportional to the (potentially much
larger) diagonal elements, the uncertainty on the off-
diagonal elements can be large compared to the true
covariance. As a result, we estimate these values ana-
lytically from the diagonal elements using the equations
in Appendix A of L10.
2.3.4. Field weighting
We follow G15 and weight each field and frequency
cross spectrum based on the average of the inverse of
the diagonal of the covariance matrix over the bins
2500 < ` < 3500. These weights adjust for the differ-
ences in noise and sample variance between fields; beam
and calibration errors are deliberately not included. As
argued by G15, the angular range, 2500 < ` < 3500, is
where the data have the most sensitivity to SZ signals.






where Dib is the bandpower of field i and wi the weight.






The sum of the weights is normalized to unity.
2.3.5. Beam and calibration uncertainties
To handle the calibration uncertainties, we include
three calibration factors in the parameter fitting, one
per frequency. We marginalize over these three factors,
with a prior based on the measured calibration uncer-
tainty for all parameter fits.
We follow Aylor et al. (2017) for the treatment of
beam uncertainties. The beam correlation matrix, ρbeambb′
is calculated as described by G15, using the fractional
beam errors for each year and the relative weights of
each year of data over the SPT-SZ and SPTpol surveys.
At each step in the chain, we use the predicted theory
bandpowers (Dtheoryb ) to convert this beam correlation








We add this beam covariance to the bandpower covari-
ance matrix which contains the effects of sample vari-
ance, and instrumental noise. The likelihood for that
specific theoretical model is then evaluated using this
combined covariance matrix.
3. NULL TESTS
We test the data for unknown systematic errors by
running two null tests. A null test consists of dividing
the set of maps into two halves. The power spectrum
of the difference between the maps of these two halves
should be consistent with zero since all true astrophys-
ical signals are canceled out. In practice, there can be
slight amounts of residual power due to, for instance,
small pointing differences. We calculate the expectation
for the tiny amount of remaining power by applying the
same differencing process to simulations. Detecting a
significant deviation from this expectation would signal
the presence of a systematic error. Note that we only
run new null tests for the combined SPT-SZ and SPT-
pol field; we do not rerun null tests for the fields that
have been reused from G15. We look at the following
data splits for systematic effects:
• Scan direction: We subtract left-going from right-
going scans to test for potential systematics re-
lated to the telescope’s motion. This test is also
sensitive to incorrect detector time constants.
• Time: We split the data based on when it was
observed. We subtract data from the first half of
the observations of a field from data from the sec-
ond half. Note that we split the data such that
half 1 had the first half of the SPT-SZ observa-
tions plus the first half of the SPTpol observa-
tions, rather than all of the SPT-SZ observations
plus some SPTpol observations. The null tests
demonstrates the long-term temporal stability of
the instruments. For instance, a slow drift in cali-
bration would cause the test to fail.
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Table 1. Bandpowers
95 GHz 150 GHz 220 GHz
` range `eff D̂ (µK
2) σ (µK2) D̂ (µK2) σ (µK2) D̂ (µK2) σ (µK2)
2001 - 2200 2077 218.4 3.8 215.6 2.3 286.2 6.5
2201 - 2500 2332 128.2 1.9 125.9 1.1 201.7 4.3
2501 - 2800 2636 81.9 1.1 80.29 0.67 170.4 4.1
2801 - 3100 2940 52.84 0.79 51.88 0.46 156.9 4.0
3101 - 3500 3293 36.87 0.58 36.89 0.31 155.4 3.7
3501 - 3900 3696 31.35 0.57 31.19 0.29 182.8 4.4
3901 - 4400 4148 28.85 0.65 31.24 0.29 202.0 4.8
4401 - 4900 4651 30.25 0.89 33.62 0.35 245.7 6.0
4901 - 5500 5203 35.3 1.1 39.73 0.42 290.2 7.0
5501 - 6200 5855 43.4 1.9 46.34 0.53 349.8 8.7
6201 - 7000 6607 44.6 3.2 57.24 0.72 435. 11.
7001 - 7800 7408 46.7 6.7 69.5 1.2 524. 15.
7801 - 8800 8310 61. 12. 89.0 1.8 665. 21.
8801 - 9800 9311 - - 98.7 2.9 729. 34.
9801 - 11000 10413 - - 122.0 4.5 962. 49.
95× 150 GHz 95× 220 GHz 150× 220 GHz
2001 - 2200 2077 213.3 2.9 207.2 4.0 225.9 2.9
2201 - 2500 2332 123.5 1.4 121.6 2.2 140.7 1.6
2501 - 2800 2636 76.72 0.82 77.7 1.6 98.8 1.2
2801 - 3100 2940 47.73 0.54 50.0 1.4 73.03 1.00
3101 - 3500 3293 32.01 0.36 34.2 1.2 61.78 0.80
3501 - 3900 3696 24.38 0.34 26.6 1.4 63.77 0.87
3901 - 4400 4148 22.47 0.35 28.3 1.5 70.62 0.89
4401 - 4900 4651 22.46 0.46 32.0 2.0 82.4 1.1
4901 - 5500 5203 25.00 0.58 35.1 2.6 97.1 1.3
5501 - 6200 5855 28.88 0.79 47.1 3.2 116.6 1.6
6201 - 7000 6607 34.9 1.2 55.8 5.2 149.8 2.1
7001 - 7800 7408 39.2 2.0 60.4 8.7 179.1 3.1
7801 - 8800 8310 45.8 3.3 75. 13. 224.0 4.3
8801 - 9800 9311 74.8 6.5 87. 29. 276.1 7.2
9801 - 11000 10413 83. 14. 203. 62. 351. 11.
Note—Angular multipole range, weighted multipole value `eff , bandpower D̂, and bandpower uncertainty σ for the six auto
and cross-spectra of the 95 GHz, 150 GHz, and 220 GHz maps with point sources detected at > 6.4 mJy at 150 GHz masked at
all frequencies. The uncertainties in the table are calculated from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, which
includes noise and sample variance, but not beam or calibration errors. Due to the larger beam size at 95 GHz, the 95x95 GHz
bandpowers are limited to ` < 8800.
We find one failure in the null tests. The first-second half
null test at 150 GHz shows excess power at ` < 2500.
While this excess is statistically significant (approxi-
mately 4σ in two bins), it is also extremely small,
< 0.1% of the non-nulled power at these scales. Given
the small amount of power, relative to either the band-
powers or the sample variance in these bins, we choose
to proceed with the analysis.
4. BANDPOWERS
We apply the analysis of §2.3 to the coadded SPT-
pol and SPT-SZ maps. Masking point sources above
6.4 mJy at 150 GHz leads to a final effective area of
464 deg2 for the combined SPTpol plus SPT-SZ field.
We combine the resulting bandpowers with those from
the other 13 fields in G15 according to §2.3.4. As in
G15, we measure the power spectra across the range
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Figure 1. The six auto- and cross-spectra measured with the 95, 150, and 220 GHz SPT data.
of 2000 < ` < 11, 000. Following G15, we restrict the
95×95 GHz bandpowers to ` < 8800 due to the larger
beam size at 95 GHz. The new bandpowers are listed
in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 1. The bandpowers, co-
variance matrix, and window functions are available for
download on the SPT3 and LAMBDA4 websites.
The observed power is dominated by the primary
CMB anisotropy on large angular scales (` < 3500).
On smaller scales, extragalactic sources become impor-
tant, DSFGs at 150 and 220 GHz, and radio galaxies at
95 GHz. We also see evidence for power from the kine-
matic and thermal SZ effects. We plot the best-fit model
components against the bandpowers at the 6 frequency
combinations in Fig. 2.
5. COSMOLOGICAL MODELING
We fit the SPTpol + SPT-SZ bandpowers to a com-
bination of the primary CMB anisotropy, thermal and
kinematic SZ effects, radio galaxies, and DSFGs. The
model is described in detail in the Appendix of G15; we
only outline it here. The CMB is the most significant
term on large angular scales in all bands. On smaller
angular scales, the DSFGs contribute the most power at
3 http://pole.uchicago.edu/public/data/reichardt20/
4 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/spt/spt prod table.cfm
150 and 220 GHz, while radio galaxies are more signifi-
cant at 95 GHz. The SZ effects and correlations between
the thermal SZ signal and CIB are also included. Fi-
nally, although the Galactic cirrus power in these fields
and frequency bands is expected to be small, we include
Galactic cirrus in our modeling, with an external prior
on the amplitude and shape
We use the October 2019 version of CosmoMC5
(Lewis & Bridle 2002) to calculate parameter con-
straints. We have added code to model the foregrounds
and secondary anisotropies, which is based on the code
used by G15. The source code and instructions to com-
pile are available on the SPT website.3
Unless otherwise noted, we fix the six ΛCDM param-
eters to the best-fit values. The best-fit values are taken
from a combined likelihood with the Planck 2018 TT,
TE, and EE data, and the bandpowers of this work. We
find that allowing the ΛCDM parameters to vary does
not noticeably affect the recovered posteriors for the
foreground and secondary anisotropy parameters, and
the Monte Carlo Markov chain steps are much faster
with the ΛCDM parameters fixed.
5 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc
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Figure 2. The best-fit baseline model plotted against the SPT 95, 150, and 220 GHz auto- and cross-spectra. We also show
the relative power in each component of the model.
Two terms in the modelling describe the kSZ and tSZ
power spectra. We model the tSZ power as a free am-
plitude (defined by the power at ` = 3000 and 143 GHz)
that scales the Shaw et al. (2010) tSZ model template.
We assume the non-relativistic tSZ frequency scaling. In
§6.1.3, we also check if the results depend on the tem-
plate chosen. Similarly, we describe the kSZ power by an
amplitude parameter (defined by the power at ` = 3000)
that scales a template constructed by setting the power
of the CSF6 homogeneous kSZ template from Shaw et al.
(2012) and patchy kSZ template from Zahn et al. (2012,
hereafter Z12) to be equal at ` = 3000. Slightly differ-
ently than the tSZ case, we test the data’s sensitivity
to the exact angular dependence of the kSZ power in
§6.1.3 by simultaneously fitting separate amplitudes for
the homogeneous and patchy kSZ terms.
We include two parameters to describe the radio Pois-
son power: the amplitude of the radio Poisson power
at 150 GHz and ` = 3000, and the spectral index αrg
for the radio galaxies. Unlike in G15, we do not place
6 Simulations that included cooling and star formation.
a prior on the radio galaxy power as the 95 GHz data
constrains it well.
In the baseline model, we include five parameters to
describe the DSFGs that make up the CIB. Three of
these parameters are amplitudes, respectively of the
Poisson, one-halo clustering, and two-halo clustering
power at ` = 3000 and 150 GHz. As in G15, the one-
and two-halo clustering templates are taken from the
best-fit halo model in Viero et al. (2013). The other two
parameters are the grey-body indices β for the Poisson
and clustering power respectively. We assume that there
is no difference in the frequency scaling between the one-
and two-halo clustering terms.
Finally, we include the expected anti-correlation
between the CIB and tSZ power spectra. An anti-
correlation is expected below the peak of the CMB
black body because a dark matter over-density will be
associated with an over-density of DSFGs (positive sig-
nal) and hot gas (negative tSZ signal). We take the
angular dependence of the anti-correlation to be de-
scribed by the form found by Z12, when looking at the
Shang et al. (2012) CIB simulations. However, we al-
low the magnitude of this anti-correlation to float freely
from -1 to 1, with the magnitude defined at ` = 3000.
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Table 2. Delta χ2 for model components
term dof ∆χ2
CMB (fixed) + Cirrus - (reference)
DSFG Poisson 2 -77175.
Radio Poisson 2 -5135.
DSFG Clustering 3 -985.
tSZ 1 -269.
kSZ + tSZ-CIB Correlation 2 -8.4
`-dependent tSZ-CIB 0 -0.5
Sloped tSZ-CIB corr. 1 0.0
T ∈ [8, 50K] 2 +0.4
Scatter in spectral indices 2 +0.2
Power-law for cluster DSFG 0 +2.1
Separate h- and p-kSZ 1 +0.8
Note— Improvement to the best-fit χ2 as additional terms
are added to the model. Terms above the double line are
included in the baseline model, with each row showing the
improvement in likelihood relative to the row above it.
Note that adding either kSZ or a tSZ-CIB correlation
separately leads to a marginal improvement in χ2 (∆χ2 ∼
1-2) but the improvement is more significant with both
parameters included. For rows below the double line, the
∆χ2 is shown relative to the baseline model rather than the
row above it. None of these extensions significantly improve
the fit quality. The row labeled “Sloped tSZ-CIB corr.”
multiplies the Shang tSZ-CIB correlation template by term
that varies linearly with ` around the pivot point of unity
at ` = 3000. The row labeled “T ∈ [8, 50K]” allows the
temperature of the modified BB for the Poisson and
clustered CIB terms to vary between 8 and 50 K. The row
labeled “Scatter in spectral indices” adds two parameters,
describing the population variance in spectral indices
between CIB and radio galaxies respectively. The row
labeled “Power-law for cluster DSFG” replaces the one- and
two-halo CIB templates by a power-law described by an
amplitude and an exponent. While this conserves the total
number of model parameters, the power law form is a worse
fit to the data. Finally, in “Separate h- and p-kSZ”, we
check if the data can distinguish between the (small)
expected change in angular dependence between the
homogeneous and patchy kSZ terms. Surprisingly, allowing
two amplitude parameters, one for each kSZ template,
results in a worse fit. The uncertainty on all of the quoted
∆χ2s is approximately 0.4.
Table 2 shows the improvement in the quality of the
fits with the sequential introduction of free parameters
to the original ΛCDM primary CMB model. There
are clear improvements as each parameter is added, up
through the kSZ and tSZ-CIB correlation. Changing
from a tSZ-CIB correlation that is constant in ` to the
Z12 form marginally improves the χ2 by 0.5, without
introducing any new parameters. Thus we include this
shape in our baseline model. The other model variations
we consider do not significantly improve the quality of
the fits. Using a power-law for the CIB clustered power,
as was done by G15 instead of the simulation-based 1-
and 2-halo terms, is disfavored by the data, with an in-
crease in χ2 of 2.1 for the same number of parameters.
5.1. SPT effective frequencies
While we refer to the three frequency bands as 95,
150, and 220 GHz for convenience, the actual bandpasses
are not simple delta functions. The bandpasses of both
SPTpol and SPT-SZ were measured using a Fourier
transform spectrometer (FTS). We estimate the cali-
bration uncertainty on the FTS to be 0.3 GHz, which
should be coherent between the three bands. Although
the uncertainty has negligible effect on the constraints,
we marginalize over the FTS calibration uncertainty in
all parameter fits for completeness.
With the measured bandpasses in hand, we can cal-
culate an effective band center for each of the potential
signals: the thermal SZ effect, the CIB, and synchrotron
sources. As we report and calibrate the bandpowers in
CMB temperature units, the band center is irrelevant for
sources with a CMB-like spectrum. We average the mea-
sured band centers for each year using that year’s data
relative weight to the final bandpowers. For an α = −0.5
(radio-like) source spectrum, we find band centers of
93.5, 149.5, and 215.8 GHz. For an α = 3.5 (dust-like)
source spectrum, we find band centers of 96.9, 153.4,
and 221.6 GHz. For a non-relativistic tSZ spectrum, we
find band centers of 96.6, 152.3, and 220.1 GHz. The
ratio of tSZ power in the 95 GHz band to that in the
150 GHz band is 2.77; the 220 GHz band has nearly zero
tSZ power as it is well-matched to the the null in the
tSZ spectrum near 217 GHz. Note that we quote all
tSZ power constraints at 143 GHz for consistency with
Planck, and all other model terms at 150 GHz.
6. RESULTS
6.1. Baseline model
We begin by presenting results for the baseline model
discussed in Section 5. This model includes the best-
fit ΛCDM model plus ten parameters to describe fore-
grounds. Foreground parameters include the ampli-
tudes of the tSZ power, kSZ power, radio galaxy Poisson
power, CIB Poisson power, and CIB 1- and 2-halo clus-
tered power; two parameters to describe the frequency
dependence of the CIB terms; the tSZ-CIB correlation;
and the spectral index of radio galaxies. The amplitude
of galactic cirrus is allowed to float within a strong prior.
We fit the 88 SPT bandpowers to the model described
above. There are 78 degrees of freedom (dof), since
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the ΛCDM parameters are set to their best-fit values,
essentially fixed by the Planck data, leaving the ten
foreground model parameters. Jointly fitting the fore-
ground terms and the ΛCDM parameters with Planck
data has little effect on derived foreground constraints.
This baseline model fits the SPT data with a χ2 = 99.7,
giving a PTE of 5.0% for our 78 degrees of freedom, and
provides the simplest interpretation of the data.
6.1.1. CIB constraints
The CIB is detected at very high significance, and
is especially important at 220 GHz. As highlighted in
Table 2, adding the CIB terms to the model improve
the fit quality by ∆χ2 ∼ 77, 000. With the flux cut
of ∼6.4 mJy at 150 GHz in this work, the Poisson CIB
power is larger than the radio galaxy power by a fac-
tor of seven at 150 GHz and a factor of 60 at 220 GHz.
The radio galaxy power is larger than the CIB power at
95 GHz.
At 150 GHz and ` = 3000, we find that the Poisson
DSFG component has power Dp3000 = 7.24 ± 0.63µK2
while the one- and two-halo DSFG clustering terms
are D1−halo3000 = 2.21 ± 0.88µK2 and D
2−halo
3000 =
1.82 ± 0.31µK2 respectively. At 220 GHz, this scales
to Dp, 220GHz3000 = 61.4 ± 9.0µK2, D
1−halo, 220GHz
3000 =
32.4 ± 11.2µK2, and D2−halo, 220GHz3000 = 27.5 ± 4.6µK2.
The β in the modified black body functional form of
νβBν(T ) rises from 1.48 ± 0.13 for the Poisson term to
2.23 ± 0.18 for the clustered terms. Cast as effective
spectral indices from 150 to 220 GHz, these values of
β translate to spectral indices of 3.29 ± 0.13 for the
Poisson power and 4.04± 0.18 for the clustered power.
The constraints from the baseline model are close to
both theoretical expectations and previous work (e.g.,
Dunkley et al. 2011, G15). When considering a sim-
ilar foreground model (except for the angular depen-
dence of the tSZ-CIB correlation), G15 found Poisson
power levels of 7.59 ± 0.69µK2 and 63.4 ± 9.5µK2 at
150 and 220 GHz. Note that since G15 reported pow-
ers at the effective frequency bandcenters instead of 150
and 220 GHz, to facilitate a comparison we have rescaled
the reported numbers to 150 and 220 GHz using the me-
dian spectral index in this work. These two sets of con-
straints agree very closely (0.3σ or 3-5%). It should
be remembered that there is a large overlap between
the underlying data, especially at 220 GHz where only
the relative weighting of the data has changed. For the
clustered terms, the G15 numbers are 1.6± 0.9µK2 and
1.7 ± 0.3µK2 for the one- and two-halo terms. The
agreement is still good: the one-halo term has increased
by 0.7σ while the two-halo term dropped by a smaller
amount. The same trends continue at 220 GHz: the
one-halo term increases by 0.5σ while the two-halo term
falls slightly. We note that the recovered CIB clustering
power in G15 was slightly lower than previous measure-
ments. Thus the shifts here move towards those earlier
measurements. The inferred spectral indices of this work
are also within 1σ with the values in G15.
6.1.2. Radio galaxy constraints
Radio power is detected at high significance at 95 and
150 GHz, with the addition of radio power to the model
leading to a large improvement in the fit quality, namely
∆χ2 = 5141 for two parameters. As in G15, the data
prefer slightly less radio galaxy power than predicted by
the De Zotti et al. (2005) model for a 6.4ṁJy flux cut
at 150 GHz. The preferred radio power at ` = 3000 is
Dr−150×1503000 = 1.01 ± 0.17µK2, about 25% lower than
the 1.28µK2 predicted. The population spectral index
for the radio power is constrained to be −0.76 ± 0.15.
This is 1σ lower than the median spectral index of -0.60
for synchrotron-classified sources reported by Mocanu
et al. (2013). This could be due to random chance, the
150 GHz-only selection criteria for masking point sources
in this work, or a tendency for the spectral index to
flatten for the brightest 150 GHz radio sources, as argued
by Mocanu et al. (2013).
6.1.3. SZ power
As shown in Figure 3, we detect both tSZ and kSZ
power. We measure DtSZ3000 = 3.42 ± 0.54µK2 and
DkSZ3000 = 3.0 ± 1.0µK2 for the tSZ and kSZ power re-
spectively at ` = 3000 and 143 GHz.
The tSZ (kSZ) power is detected at approximately 7
(3)σ. While our fiducial results assume the Shaw tSZ
template (Shaw et al. 2010) and CSF+patchy kSZ tem-
plate (Z12, Shaw et al. 2012), the current data offer little
information about the specific shape of the SZ spectra.
The recovered SZ power levels for four different tSZ tem-
plates and three kSZ templates are reported in Table 3 -
no significant shifts are seen between the different tem-
plates considered. The tSZ power spectrum level is a
probe of large-scale structure growth and the pressure
profiles in galaxy clusters. The total kSZ power has
contributions from the epoch of reionization and from
the bulk flows of large-scale structure at later times;
we discuss the implications of the kSZ measurement for
reionization in §7.
The joint analysis of the SPTpol and SPT-SZ sur-
veys allows the first detection (at 3σ) of kSZ power.
The reported kSZ power in this work falls within the
95% CL upper limits on kSZ power reported in pre-
vious works (e.g., Dunkley et al. (2013), G15). G15
also report a central value when including a tSZ prior
based on the bispectrum of DkSZ3000 = 2.9±1.3µK2, which
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Figure 3. 2D posterior likelihood surface for the tSZ and
kSZ power at 143 GHz at ` = 3000 in the baseline model
including tSZ-CIB correlations. 1, 2, and 3 σ constraints are
shown in shades of blue. The observed degeneracy is due to
the correlation between the tSZ and CIB.
agrees extremely well (although with 30% larger uncer-
tainties) with the value in this work. If we add the same
bispectrum-based tSZ prior to the current results, we
find DkSZ3000 = 2.8 ± 0.9µK2, which translates to a 3.1σ
detection of kSZ power.
The joint analysis also significantly reduces the mea-
surement uncertainties on the tSZ power. This tSZ
measurement is consistent with (< 1σ) earlier obser-
vations of the tSZ power scaled to 143 GHz: DtSZ3000 =
4.38+0.83−1.04 µK
2 (G15); DtSZ3000 = 4.20±1.37µK2 (R12), and
DtSZ3000 = 3.9 ± 1.7µK2 (Dunkley et al. 2013). With the
same bispectrum-based prior, the preferred tSZ power
in this work is DtSZ3000 = 3.53± 0.48 µK2.
6.1.4. tSZ-CIB correlation
We parameterize the tSZ-CIB correlation with a sin-
gle parameter ξ that scales the Z12 template for the
tSZ-CIB correlation as a function of `. An overdensity
of dusty galaxies in galaxy clusters would result in a
positive value of ξ. The tSZ-CIB correlation is partially
degenerate with the tSZ and kSZ power, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Increasing the correlation, ξ, slowly decreases
the inferred tSZ power while quickly increasing the in-
ferred kSZ power. We measure the tSZ-CIB correlation
to be ξ = 0.076 ± 0.040 at ` = 3000. The data prefer
positive tSZ-CIB correlation, ruling out ξ < 0 at the
0.983 CL. For easier comparison to past works, we also
run a chain with ξ that is constant in `. This does very
little to the inferred SZ power levels; the preferred values
shift by 0.2 and 0.3σ for the tSZ and kSZ respectively.
For a constant ξ, the bandpowers in this work favor
DkSZ3000= 3.5±1.2µK2, and DtSZ3000= 3.30±0.64µK2. This
is somewhat less (1σ) tSZ power than found by G15 in
the equivalent case, and slightly more kSZ power (0.4σ).
The ξ constraint is ξ = 0.078±0.049. This is well within
1σ of past SPT constraints, ξ = 0.100+0.069−0.055 (G15). It is
also within the assumed prior range [0, 0.2] of Dunkley
et al. (2013).
7. KSZ INTERPRETATION
The most significant improvement in the current study
compared to previous works is to the kSZ constraint,
with the transition from upper limits to a 3σ detection
of power. In this section, we look at what can be learned
about the epoch of reionization from the kSZ measure-
ment. We do this using the expression for the patchy
kSZ power as a function of the timing and duration of
reionization (among other cosmological parameters) pre-
sented by Calabrese et al. (2014).
7.1. Patchy kSZ power
To interpret the measured kSZ power in light of the
epoch of reionization, we must divide up the observed
kSZ power between the homogeneous and patchy kSZ
signals. As the current data can not separate the ho-
mogeneous kSZ and patchy kSZ power, we consider the
inferred patchy kSZ power under three scenarios for the
homogeneous kSZ power. The estimate for the homo-
geneous kSZ power at ` = 3000 is taken from Eqn. 5 in
Calabrese et al. (2014), who in turn base it on the ho-
mogeneous kSZ simulations run by Shaw et al. (2012).
For the fiducial cosmology in this work, this estimate
translates to Dh−kSZ3000 = 1.65µK
2. We also include high
and low estimates of the homogeneous kSZ power, by
rescaling the best guess by factors of 1.25 or 0.75 re-
spectively. For comparison, Shaw et al. (2012) find that
a different treatment of Helium reionization can scale
the homogeneous kSZ signal by ∼1.22 at ` = 3000.
In all three cases, we take the shape of the homoge-
neous kSZ power from the CSF model in Shaw et al.
(2012). The angular dependence will change slightly for
different models, for instance, different Helium ioniza-
tion scenarios change the relative power between ` =
3000 and 10,000 by of order 3%. However, the current
data are insensitive to such small shape variations.
With these assumptions about the homogeneous kSZ
power in place, we find 95% CL upper limits on the
patchy kSZ power of Dp−kSZ3000 < 2.9 (3.4/2.5)µK
2
for the best estimate of the homogeneous kSZ power
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Table 3. SZ constraints
tSZ Template kSZ Template DtSZ3000 (µK
2) DkSZ3000 (µK
2) ξ
Shaw CSF+patchy 3.42± 0.54 3.0± 1.0 0.076± 0.040
Shaw CSF 3.39± 0.58 3.1± 1.3 0.077± 0.047
Shaw Patchy 3.45± 0.56 3.5± 1.2 0.086± 0.050
Battaglia CSF+patchy 3.74± 0.54 2.4± 1.0 0.051± 0.033
Bhattacharya CSF+patchy 3.46± 0.54 3.0± 1.0 0.071± 0.036
Sehgal CSF+patchy 3.59± 0.54 2.8± 1.0 0.064± 0.039
Shaw w. Bispectrum CSF+patchy 3.53± 0.48 2.8± 0.9 0.069± 0.036
Note— Measured tSZ power, kSZ power and tSZ-CIB correlation at ` = 3000 (and 143 GHz in the case of the tSZ) for
different tSZ and kSZ models. The results are robust to the assumed templates. The first two columns indicate which of three
templates has been used for the tSZ and kSZ terms. In the case of the kSZ, the three templates are the CSF homogeneous kSZ
template (Shaw et al. 2012), the patchy kSZ template (Z12), or the sum of both. In the case of the tSZ, the three templates
are taken from the Battaglia (Battaglia et al. 2013b), Shaw (Shaw et al. 2010), Bhattacharya (Bhattacharya et al. 2012), or
Sehgal (Sehgal et al. 2010) simulations. The last row shows the results when a prior on the tSZ power based on the bispectrum
measurement by Crawford et al. (2014) is added.
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Figure 4. The 2D posterior likelihood of the tSZ-CIB correlation and kSZ (Left panel) or 143 GHz tSZ power (Right panel).
The filled contours show the 1, 2, and 3σ constraints. The data strongly prefer a positive tSZ-CIB correlation, consistent with
DSFGs being over-dense in galaxy clusters.
(low/high homogeneous kSZ estimates). These limits
on the patchy kSZ power are significantly better than
the spectra-only limit of < 4.4µK2 reported by G15,
and similar to what was achieved by the addition of the
bispectrum prior in G15. If we add the same bispec-
trum prior to these chains while using the best-estimate
of the homogeneous kSZ, the patchy kSZ upper limit
power reduces by another 10% to Dp−kSZ3000 < 2.5µK
2.
The 68% confidence interval for the patchy kSZ power




7.2. Ionization history and the duration of reionization
We can transform constraints on the inferred patchy
kSZ power, under these assumptions for the homoge-
neous kSZ power, into constraints on the duration of
EoR using the expression for patchy kSZ power in Eqn.














which is based on the models of Battaglia et al. (2013b).
Here zre is the redshift when the ionization fraction is
50%, and ∆zre is the duration of the epoch of reioniza-
tion (EoR), defined as the period between 25% and 75%
ionization fractions. We also have a choice of prior. For
most of this work, results are quoted with a prior that is
uniform in power or Dp−kSZ3000 . However in an upper limit
regime given the relationship between ∆zre and D
p−kSZ
3000 ,
a flat prior on Dp−kSZ3000 preferentially favors ∆zre near
zero. We thus choose to report ∆zre constraints under
a flat prior on ∆zre instead. With these assumptions
about the homogeneous kSZ power and this prior on
∆zre in place, we find 95% CL upper limits on the dura-
tion of the EoR of ∆zre < 5.4 (6.9 / 4.3) for the best esti-
mate of the homogeneous kSZ power (low/high homoge-
neous kSZ estimates). With the bispectrum-based prior
on the tSZ power added, the limit becomes ∆zre < 4.1.
The 68% confidence interval is ∆zre = 1.1
+1.6
−0.7. These
limits agree with the recent picture from a variety of
observations arguing that reionization happened fairly
quickly. Figure 5 shows the likelihoods for ∆zre of reion-
ization.
The limits quoted above on the duration of reioniza-
tion are significantly better than the limits previously
set by G15. G15 found an upper limit on the dura-
tion of reionization of ∆zre < 5.4, when including the
bispectrum prior. One should be cautious, however,
in directly comparing the numbers due to four model
changes. First, G15 defined the duration from 20% -
99% ionization fraction, instead of the 25% to 75% in
this work. Second, G15 used a higher value for the op-
tical depth from WMAP, which will drive the duration
down by roughly a factor of 1.7 for a fixed level of patchy
kSZ power. Third, G15 used a uniform prior on the
kSZ power instead of a uniform prior on ∆zre. Finally,
the fiducial homogeneous kSZ model in G15 predicted
more power, approximately the high case in this work.
Given the degeneracy between the patch and homoge-
neous kSZ spectra, more homogeneous kSZ power trans-
lates to less patchy kSZ power and a shorter duration.
If we re-analyze the G15 bandpowers with the updated
calibration, uniform prior in ∆zre, Planck optical depth,
homogeous kSZ model and definition of duration in this
work, we find the directly comparable 95% CL upper
limit with the bispectrum prior on the duration to be
∆zre < 8.5. The directly comparable limit with the bis-
pectrum information in this work of ∆zre < 4.1 is nearly
a factor of two lower.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented improved measurements of the 95,
150 and 220 GHz auto- and cross-spectra, created by













Figure 5. 1D likelihood curves for ∆z of reionization with
the three assumptions about the homogeneous kSZ power
used in this work. The solid blue line is for the expected
amount of homogeneous kSZ power, while the dotted and
dashed lines reflect the cases where the homogeneous kSZ
power is scaled by ×0.75 or 1.25 respectively. With the best
estimate of the homogeneous kSZ power, the 95% CL upper
limit on the duration of reionization is ∆z < 5.4. Adding the
tSZ bispectrum prior from Crawford et al. (2014) strengthens
this limit to ∆zre < 4.1, as shown by the solid black line.
combining data from the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey with
the low-noise 500 deg2 SPTpol survey. The combined
data set substantially reduces the bandpower uncertain-
ties over the last SPT release, especially in frequency
combinations including 95 GHz data. These bandpowers
represent the most sensitive measurements of arcminute-
scale anisotropy near the peak of the CMB blackbody
spectrum.
The signal at these frequencies and angular scales is
composed of the primary CMB temperature anisotropy,
DSFGs, radio galaxies, and the kinematic and thermal
SZ effects. We fit the data to a 10-parameter model for
the DSFGs, radio galaxies and SZ effects (while fixing
the primary CMB power spectrum to the best-fit val-
ues). For the first time, we find a 3σ detection of the
kSZ power, with a level of DkSZ3000= 3.0 ± 1.0µK2. The
observed kSZ power can be deconstructed as the sum
of the homogeneous and patchy kSZ terms, which are
highly degenerate at current levels of sensitivity. How-
ever, using estimates of the homogeneous kSZ power
from simulations, we calculate the residual patchy kSZ
power and thus limits on the duration of reionization.
We find a 95% CL upper limit on the duration of
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reionization of ∆zre < 5.4. Adding the tSZ bispec-
trum prior from Crawford et al. (2014) strengthens this
limit to ∆zre < 4.1. The 68% confidence interval is
∆zre = 1.1
+1.6
−0.7. This supports the recent picture emerg-
ing from a number of sources that reionization happened
at late times and fairly quickly.
The SPT is currently being used to conduct a five-
year survey of 1500 deg2 with the SPT-3G camera. The
final survey temperature noise levels are expected to be
3, 2, and 9 µK− arcmin for 95, 150, and 220 GHz re-
spectively (Bender et al. 2018), which will lead to sub-
stantially smaller uncertainties on the power spectrum
in all six frequency combinations. Further in the fu-
ture, the Simons Observatory and CMB-S4 will extend
these measurements to larger sky areas, lower noise lev-
els and more frequency bands (Ade et al. 2019; CMB-S4
Collaboration et al. 2016). Future CMB measurements
should tightly constrain the reionization history of the
Universe.
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